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NEWS OF THE LAW SCHOOL
POPE JOHN LECTURE

Professor Victor C, Rosenblum of the Northwestern
School of Law and Political Science department spoke
on the theme of enlarging the legal profession's involvement in the community of man for the second annual
Pope John Lecture last month.
"Justiciability and Justice: Elements of Restraint and
Indifference'' was the theme of Professor Rosenblum's
talk, He called for greater judicial response to the
demands made upon it by the community. He pointed to
the reapportionment decisions of the Supreme Court
as an example of the judiciary helping to revitalize
other branches of the government.
In speaking on the responsibilities of the legal
profession to the community, Professor Rosenblum
followed the same theme set by Professor Elliot
Cheatham of Vanderbilt Law School in last year's
Pope John Lecture. Professor Rosenblum's address will
be published by the Fall 1966 edition of the Catholic
University Law Review. Professor Cheatham' s address
was published in Volume XIV of the Law Review.
NEW LAW REVIEW STAFF

Kevin E. Booth of Niantic, Conn., was announced as
Editor-in-Chief of the Catholic University Law Review
at the annual Law Review Banquet, April 2. Booth
succeeds James A. Hunter of Oak Park, Ill, Other new
members of the editorial board are: Thomas F. Phalen,
Jr., Conn., Article and Book Review Editor; Martin
J. Dockery, N. Y., Student Materials Editor; Mary E.
Folliard, Md.,Copy Editor; Thomas J. McHale, Conn.,
Research Editor; and Anthony J, Villani, N.Y., Business
Editor.
The outgoing members of the editorial board are:
James J, McGillan, N.H., Article and Book Review
Editor; Richard J, Favretto, N. Y., Student Materials
Editor; Gerard A. Dupuis, N. Y., Research Editor;
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Richard L, Woodard, Ohio, Research Editor; and John
M, Fedders, Ky., Business Editor.
Judge Alexander Holtzoff, noted member of the
District of Columbia Federal District Court, was the
principal speaker. Judge Holtzoff spoke on the evolution
of the common law, particularly, in the tort liability
field and on the role of the judge in this evolving
process. His speech will be printed in the Catholic
University Law Review, Vol. XVI.
His Excellency, the Most Reverend William. J,
McDonald, Rector of the Catholic University of America
spoke of the importance to the University of the law
school and the Law Review in particular.
MOOT COURT NEWS

On April 14th and 15th, Catholic University Law
School hosted its Sixteenth Annual Sutherland Cup Moot
Court Competition for second year students. Yale,
Cornell, Fordham and Catholic University competed
this year.
Second year day student Bernard Casey, and Wayne
Coy and James Gallagher of the night school, represented Catholic University. Casey and Mary Folliard formed
the winning team in intramural championship, Miss
Folliard was unable to participate in the competition
due to illness.
Judges in the final competition were Associate
Justice Tom C. Clark of the Supreme Court of the
United States, Judge Henry W. Edgerton of the Circuit
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia, and Mr.
Porter of the law firm of Arnold and Porter.
In the first year intramural competition, James
Mundy and Kolleen Kollar emerged victorious. Mundy
was chosen as best speaker in the final round. Runnersup were Robert Gillispie and Robert Grabowski, whose
brief was chosen as best in the competition.
STUDENT FOUNDATION COMMITTEE

The Student Foundation Committee has recently
composed alternative rough-draft programs for presentment to foundations for possible grants. One program pertains to the civil field, the other to criminal
law. The next step in the Committee's plan of action
is refinement of the programs and consultation with
the experts in the fields under consideration. One program will be eliminated.
Hugh DeFazio, David Stapleton, Patrick Gallagher
and James Hansing compose the committee. Father
Albert J, Broderick, O.P ., is serving as advisor.
Prof. Richard Arens of the faculty and Jerry Kaplan
of the President' s Crime Commission are cons ulting
the committee.
EDITOR'S COMMENT

On the back cover of this Legal Issue are the names
of the individuals who made its publication possible.
Almost all of them are students of the law s chool.
They contributed, out of their own pockets, the dollars
that enabled the magazine to expand from twelve pages
to twenty. They gave their help on impossibly s hort
notice, when the Legal Issue editors learned that the
appropriated budget was insufficient,
Several alumni lent invaluable assistance. Their
contributions were received too late for individual
acknowledgement in this edition. Their assistance will
be acknowledged in the Fall edition.
This edition of the Legal Issue is, we hope, the
beginning of a new tradition at the law school. Our
format is not permanently set. We hope to maintain a
balance between articles from distinguished outside
contributors and work by the law s chool students and
faculty. Our major goal is to reflect the excellence
that exists at the Catholic University law s chool.
John G, Miles, J r ., Editor-in-Chief
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HOME RULE FOR THE CAPITAL CITY?
Tilford E. Dudley

Most of the people of the nation probably believe
that the residents of Washington, D. c .. enact their
own laws the same as the voters in all the other cities
in the United States. And most of the residents of
Washington believe that they have the legal right to run
their city as they think best, being prevented from
doing so only by some political conspiracy. Both are
wrong.
The basic legal provision is in the United States
Constitution which states in Section 8 of Article 1 "The Congress shall have power ... to exercise
exclusive Legislation in all Cases whatsoever, over
such District (not exceeding ten Miles square) as
may, by Cession of particular States and the Acceptance of Congress, become the Seat of the
Government of the United States •.• "
It is clear that the Congress has complete authority
to run the District of Columbia in any way that it
wishes.
History of D. C. Government

In 1790, Congress accepted 10 square miles along
the Potomac River which had been ceded to it. In 1802,
Congress incorporated the City of Washington and provided for the annual election of a city council. The
President of the U. S. appointed the mayor. This was
the beginning of home rule for the city. (Georgetown
had been incorporated by the Maryland Assembly in
1789.)
In 1812, Congress strengthened the city charter. It
provided for a board of aldermen and a common
council. These bodies jointly elected the mayor. In
1820, Congress provided that the mayor would be
elected every two years by the people; i.e., the free
white male citizens who paid their taxes.
In 1867. the District experienced the same throes
of extending the suffrage as the South is experiencing
today. Congress voted that every male person, except
paupers and comforters of rebels, with a year• s residence in the District, could vote without any distinction
on account of color or race. President Andrew Johnson
vetoed the bill. Congress passed it over his veto.
In this post civil war period, there was considerable
growth and a need for sanitation, public roads and other
facilities that three separate governments could not
provide. Coordination had become essential.
Accordingly, in 1871, Congress provided for a
government for the entire District of Columbia. The
President was empowered to appoint a governor and a
secretary of the District, with the consent of the Senate.
A legislative assembly was created. It consisted of a
council of eleven members appointed by the President
and a house of delegates elected annually in their respective 22 districts. The governor had a veto which
could be over-ridden by a two-thirds vote of each
house. A delegate to Congress was elected. A board of
public works was created, consisting of the governor
as president, plus four persons appointed by the President of whom one was to be a civil engineer.

Tilford E. Dudley is chairman of the Citizens Council
of the District of Columbia. A 1931 honor graduate of the
Harvard Law School, Mr. Dudley worked for the Federal
Government in various administrative and legal offices
from 1934 to 1944. Since 1944 he has worked in organized
labor. He is presently the director of the AF L-CIO Sp eakers
Bureau, active in church and civic affairs, a consultant to
the World Council of Churches, an executive member of th e
N.A.A.C.P., and a member of the Americans for Democratic
Action.

This was the period of Governor Shepherd, whose
monument stands today in front of the District Building.
He led a vigorous drive to build the desperately needed
public works. But costs rose, debts accumulated;
bickering broke out. The financial crisis caused Congress to step in.
In 1874, Congress took the franchise away from the
people. It created a commission of three persons, appointed by the President with the consent of the Senate,
who took the powers of the preceding city corporation.
Salaries of all employees, except teachers and firemen,
were reduced 203, The President was directed to detail an officer of the Engineers Corps to take over the
duties of the previous board of public works.
Four years later, in 1878, this emergency form of
government was continued indefinitely, with little change.
The President was directed to appoint two District
residents as commissioners, and to detail an officer
of the Corps of Engineers to be the third commissioner.
The commissioners were to submit to the U, S.
Treasury annual estimates of projected work and
costs. Taxes collected were to be paid into the U. S.
Treasury; Congress was to make the appropriations.
This is the government of today.
Operation of Today's Government

Today the law of the District of Columbia consists
of the common law, the early laws passed by Congress,
the laws passed by the city councils and legislative
assemblies except as they may have been amended or
repealed, the laws currently passed by the Congress
and the regulations issued from time to time by the
commissioners pursuant to authority given by Congress.
With Congress acting as the city council, it naturally
spends a disproportionate amount of federal time on
relatively minor matters. For example, it was the
national Congress that took the awesome responsibility
of making illegal (1) the throwing of any stone in a
street or avenue; (2) urging dogs to fight; and, (3) allowing a female dog to go at large while in heat. It was the
national Congress that levied a dog tax of $2 and then,
in 1945, raised it to $3. And Congress has provided
that dogs wearing tax tags shall be permitted to run at
large, except that if the commissioners are advised of
a rabies threat, they may issue proclamations requiring muzzling or leashing.
The District commisioners, of course, cannot issue
any regulations in opposition to the Acts of Congress.
However, they are also prevented from issuing regulations in areas where Congress has passed legislation,
even though not inconsistent with the regulations. For
example, there is much public sentiment in the District
favoring the requirement of licenses for the owning and
possession of firearms. There is no Congressional
legislation in opposition but there is legislation regulating the sale of firearms, the carrying of pistols-in
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public and the possession of pistols by drug addicts
and felons. It is believed that Congress has thus preempted the field; i.e., has passed all the regulations
necessary, and that the commissioners cannot regulate
further.
In addition, the Congress and officials of the
Congress can use its power of appropriation to accomplish non-financial purposes. For example, the Congress has passed national legislation offering to share
with the states the costs of certain welfare programs
called aid to dependent children of unemployed parents.
The District wishes to participate but Senator Robert
Byrd of West Virginia is opposed to the program. He
is chairman of the District subcommittee of the Senate
Committee on Appropriations and has been able to
prevent any appropriation for the District's share. He
has thus prevented participation.
In 1962, a riot at the D. c. Stadium caused an
inquiry into causes of delinquency, with well-publicized
recommendations for remedies. One was for the Board
of Education to hold late afternoon and early evening
classes designed especially to interest the drop-out
and potential drop-out. The School Superintendent announced such a program and stated that he had certain
savings in his budget which would permit the funding of
the new opetation. But no such program had been
described in the budget for that year. Informal permission to transfer the unused monies was requested
of Senator Byrd. He refused, stating that the item
should be presented to him in the budget for the following year. And so a year was lost.
The general public believes that Congress appropriates for the District because it is federal tax money
that it is contributing to the District operation. This is
87 percent false. Over half the land in the District is
tax exempt because it is owned by the United States.
Additional exempt land is owned by embassies and
charitable organizations. Further, much of the expense
of the District is because of the federal government,
as, for example, the police costs for parades, demonstrations and dignitaries. Toward this expense .the
United States makes a contribution. The highest has
been $45 million which is substantially less than the
tax-loss and the extra expenses. The District budget
runs over $350 million and at least 87 percent of this
comes from District taxpayers.
Constitutionality of Home Rule

The fact that the city of Washington had home rule
from its beginning in 1802, indicates to most people the
intention of our founders that Congress have the constitutional authority to do what it did, namely to delegate the authority to run the District to municipal
bodies.
For those who cannot read history, there is a
decision by the Supreme Court, involving the validity
of an ordinance passed by the legislative assembly
established by Congress in 1871. This ordinance forbade the refusal by any restaurant to wait upon any wellbehaved person without regard to race or color. The
John R. Thompson Company did so refuse and claimed
that the Congress could not delegate its authority and
that the ordinance was thus invalid.

The Supreme Court concluded:
''There is no constitutional barrier to the
delegation by Congress to the District of Columbia
of full legislative power, subject of course to
constitutional limitations to which all law-making
is subservient and subject also to the power of
Congress at any time to revise, alter, or revoke
the authority granted." District of Columbia v.
John R. Thompson Company (1953) 346 U.S. 100,
109; 73 S. Ct. 1007, 1012.
Congress and Current Home Rule Legislation

The residents of Washington, D. C., have repeatedly
shown their desire for some form of home rule. In the
late 1940' s, the newspapers conducted informal polls
which showed strong preponderance for home rule. In
the Democratic and Republican Party primaries, the
question of home rule or local self-government has
usually been on the ballot. The vote has always been
favorable. The latest such vote was in 1964. In the
Democratic primary, the vote was 64,580 for home
rule to 4,368 against. In the Republican primary, it
was 8,094 to 7, 733.
The Senate has passed a home rule bill some seven
times. In 1965, it passed a bill supported by the
Kennedy and Johnson Administrations which provided
for an elected city council, the power to tax and to
appropriate, an elected mayor, an elected delegate to
Congress, a Board of Education elected on a nonpartisan basis, and an automatic formula for appropriation of the federal contribution.
When the Senate bill went to the House, it was
buried in committee and had to be pried out by a discharge petition. This required signatures from 218
Congressmen - a majority of the House. When the
bill reached the floor of the House on September 27,
1965, there were three votes on general issues of
whether the House would consider the bill. The votes
were 213 to 183, 222 to 179, and 234 to 155 - all in
favor of home rule. The House commitment on the
principle thus seemed solid.
Informal polls, however, showed that the proposed
Senate bill did not have majority support. The automatic appropriation drew especially heavy fire. Weakening amendments were therefore agreed to and this
strategy did reduce the opposition. However, when the
bill came up for final voting on September 29, the
House seemed glad to adopt an amendment by Congressman Sisk setting aside the Senate bill and providing for a referendum, election of a Board to draw a
charter, and ultimate submission to the people and to
Congress. The motion to kill the Senate bill with the
substitute passed by 227 to 17 4.
The current talk, between sessions of the Congress,
is to develop a compromise which will be a slight improvement of the Sisk bill, get the Senate to pass it,
and send it to the House in the hope that the House will
accept its own child, even with its face washed. If so,
the District might have elected officials and some form
of home rule by 1968.
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The basic argument for home rule is one of principle. If you believe in democracy, in government of,
by and for the people, then you have to believe in home
rule for the District. There is no alternative. We in the
United States believe in a people's form of government.
Whether it is more or less efficient, liberal, wise or
corrupt is beside the point. It is our basic commitment. We must apply it in our own capital city or
abandon it - an unthinkable alternative.
Some opponents argue that local home rule conflicts with the concept of the Federal City. This is a
straw man. Nobody advocates changing or belittling
Congress' exclusive legislative jurisdiction over the
Disti:ict. The issue is whether Congress, which makes
no pretense of representing the citizens of the District
or being responsible to them, should itself determine
local as well as federal matters, in the manner of a
benevolent dictator, or whether it should let the local
people have a say on their own local matters.
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For example, take the obvious need of a government
college and/or university in the District. In every state
in the union, there is a public, accredited, tax-supported university with little or no tuition for the residents. But not in the District, except for the inadequate
and about-to-die Teachers College and specialized
Howard University. In the nation's capital, you have to
pay $1,400 tuition to a private university or move into
a state with a democratic form of government. Where
the people have a vote, they have a university.
Or take another less significant but irritating issue,
that of tax returns. The District income tax law, enacted by Congress, calls for returns similar to the
federal income tax returns, also enacted by Congress,
but yet different enough to make the taxpayer do over
certain schedules and thereby waste considerable work
and build up indignant frustration over the waste. Over

Where Home Rule Works

In all of our states, the capital cities have their own
elected city governments. No state legislature has insisted on appointing mayors, city councils or city commissioners. There has been no significant conflict,
lack of protection or other imagined horror. Whether
it be Charleston, West Virginia, Boston, Mass., Atlanta,
Georgia or Springfield, Ill., the democratic system of
local self-government has worked satisfactorily. This
is also true of all nations that believe in democracy as
opposed to dictatorship. If the citizens of London can
be trusted to manage their affairs without interfering
with the Parliament, cannot the citizens of Washington,
D.C.? Surely the Americans are as respectful of their
national government as those living in Paris, Rome,
Athens or Bonn. When did we develop this inferiority
complex?
Lack of popular participation in government has
various undesirable effects. City employees need be
honest and reasonably efficient but not necessarily
pleasing to the helpless citizenry. Residents acquire
frustration and a feeling of hopelessness in getting
anything done through ci~y government. Rules pile up,
layer on layer, in the district building. And the procedure for getting anything done, including worthwhile
civic undertakings, turns out to be a labyrinth. Anyone
with a "good idea" finds that he needs to go through
the proper department of the District Government, then
the Commissioners, then the Budget Bureau and the
White House, then the House District Committee and
the Senate District Committee and the Conference
Committee of the Congress, and also the District
Appropriations Committee and the Senate Appropriations Committee, and again the Conference Committee
of the Congress, and the White House. There can be
subtractions to these major steps, if the proposition is
so unusual as not to involve both policy and money, but
there are also many additions for subcommittees of
each committee and for congressional hearings. The
average citizen, trying to help his community in his
spare time, soon gives up in despair and goes back to
his major business of earning a living.

a period of several years, the Citizens Council and the
related departments of the District Government have
developed a proposal to base the district tax on the
federal return. The District Commissioners have
recommended the proposal to the Congress. There it
sits, in the House and Senate District Committees.
There is no opposition but, after all, it's of no concern
to the folks back home.
Many examples could be given of the unfairness to
conscientous congressmen and local residents of the
present complicated and disorganized system. There
are also questions of conflicts of interests, such as in
taxing cigarettes and a payroll tax on suburbanites. To
me, however, the basic question is whether Congress
has enough faith in people to let them govern themselves.
Unfortunately, the answer to-date is faith in people in
all other places, even in undeveloped countries, but
not in people here.
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THE CASE AGAINST HOME RULE
Senator Robert C. Byrd
Senator Robert C Byrd (D-W. Va.) is chairman of the
District subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Appropriations. He is also a member of the Armed Services
Committee and the Rules and Administration Committee.
He serves on several key subcommittees. Orphaned at an
early age, Senator Byrd worked his way through college.
First elected to the West Virginia House of Delegates in
1946 at age 28, he served in the State Senate and the House
of Representatives before his election to the Senate in
1958. Senator Byrd also teaches a course in ler.islative
process at the American University law school.

Proponents of home rule for the residents of the
District of Columbia weave support for their position
with the threads of historical precedent, court opinion,
our democratic traditions, popular demands, and with
the promise of more efficient government.
In his article, "Home Rule for the Capital City?"
Tilford E. Dudley succinctly synthesizes these several
strands and claims that the case for home rule is
quite evident from a reading of both history and the
opinion of the Supreme Court (District of Columbia
v. John R. Thompson Company (1953) 346 U.S. 100,
109; 135 S.Ct. 1007, 1012).
There is no need to dispute Mr. Dudley in his interpretation of history on this question. It is necessary,
however, to disclose an equally valid interpretation
of that history.
It is further necessary to examine
the operation of the District's present government
in order to vindicate the benefits this form of government pr oduc es for our Nation's Capital. It is finally
necessary to indicate some faults contained in the
last home r ule bill passed by the Senate (July 22,
1965).
FUGITIVE CONGRESS

The framers of our Constitution provided for the
establishment of a seat for the National Government
and gave to Congress the "power... to exercise exclusive legislation in all cases whatsoever, over such
District, ... "
This mandate in the Constitution is historically
presumed to emanate from an embarrassing episode
visited upon the Continental Congress while it was
sitting in Philadelphia.
Towards the close of the
Revolution, Congress was surrounded and humiliatingly
demeaned by a body of disgruntled mutineers of the
Continental Army. Congress petitioned the authorities
of both Philadelphia and Pennsylvania to provide it
necessary protection from this unruly mob. Neither
lifted a finger in defense and the Congress removed
the seat of Government to Princeton, New Jersey.
This degrading spectacle of a fugitive Congress
remained fresh in the minds of the Constitution's
framers and prompted them to make provision for a
"Federal city" safe from the recurrence of similar
incident.
In Grether v. Wright (1896), 75 F. 742,
756-7, Circuit Judge William Howard Taft, later Chief
Justice, well stated the intention behind the creation
of the District of Columbia. He said:

"The framers of the constitution had no particular
concern in regard to the municipal control or organization of the people who lived or were likely to live
in any 10 square miles in the United States, except
as they should form a city in which it would accord
with the dignity and power of a great nation to
establish its seat of government. It was meet that
so powerful a sovereignty should have a local
habitation the character of which it might absolutely
control, and the government of which it should not
share with the states in whose territory it exercised
but a limited sovereignty, supreme, it is true, in
cases where it could be exercised at all, but much
restricted in the field of its observation. The
object of the grant of exclusive legislation over
the district was, therefore, national in the highest
sense and the city organized under the grant became
the city, not of a state, not of a district, but of a
nation. r. (emphasis supplied)
Taft's opinion makes it quite clear, inter alia, that
(1) the fundamental objective in the District's creation
was to afford the country a National Capital separate
in every way from the States, and (2) that Congress
was given free rein to determine what methods and
structure of "municipalcontrol or organization" should
prevail.
It is true that Congress permitted forms of home
rule to exist from 1802-1871. During that period the
District's residents were governed by several units
of government, including those of Georgetown, the
city of Washington, and the Counties of Washington
and Alexandria, until the latter was retroceded to
Virginia in 1846.
It is also sadly true that this arrangement failed
to provide a viable government for the District. Instead,
the District stagnated in the slough of partisan politics,
competing governmental units, and friction between
local governments and the Congress.
These sorry conditions, aggravatedbyfinancial woes,
prompted Congress in 1871 to abolish the several
units of government functioning in the District and to
establish in their place a Territorial-type government.
The continued threat of financial bankruptcy plagued
this government from its inception. Congress, ultimately tiring of recurring debacles, swept it away
in 187 4 and instituted Congressional control of the
District's affairs. This became the permanent government of the District, as we know it today, by an act
of June 11, 1878 (20 Stat. 103).
One fundamental reason for the assumption of Congressional control of the District was the desire to
transform Washington into a city of the beauty and
attractiveness befitting the Nation's Capital. Attention
to this important detail had been shamefully neglected
during the era of home rule.
Local D.C. governments, overwhelmed with local problems, did not
adequately concern themselves with maintaining the
dignity and beauty of Washington.
For some, like myself, the above observations lead
to the conclusion that Washington is a city sui generis,
unique, belonging to every American citizen no matter
where he lives, and that it should remain that way.
The only sure guarantee of its status as a "Federal
city" is to leave its control in the hands of Congress.
BENEFITS OF CONGRESSIONAL CONTROL

Those who push for home rule accuse Congress
of not adequately heeding the demands and needs of
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D.C. residents and of not having the time necessary
to legislate for a municipality.
Mr. Dudley pointed his finger in my direction to
support the accusation of Congressional neglect and
recalcitrance.
He asserted opposition by me to the
institution of programs of aid to dependent children
of unemployed parents in Washington and intimated
an obstructive position on my part regarding new
programs in education to cope with the dropout problem.
This indictment obfuscates my position on the questions
of public welfare and education.
It has been my belief that Washington, as the
Nation's Capital, should be a model city for the .rest
of the Nation. It is unfortunately true that Washington
ranks only second in public education expenditure
among seventeen U.S. cities comparable in population
with it. Ideally, as a model city, it should rank first
ill: this and other essential categories.
In the effort to realize improvement, some recommend a mere pumping of additional money into welfare
and educational programs but might it not be more
profitable to investigate alternative goals in these
areas?
For example, I have said elsewhere (cf. Congressional Record, daily edition, March 14, 1966, p. 5396):
"There should be no sparing of money, where
needed, to promote the interests of education in
the Nation's Capital. The money, of course, should
be spent wisely, and to the best advantage of every
child, whatever the child's potential. The slow
learner should be given every opportunity to proceed
as rapidly and to go as far as his limited abilities
will carry him.
The child that has been blessed
with a keener intelligence should be encouraged to
move forward to the full extent of his capabilities
and, be he black or white, should not be impeded
in his intellectual growth and development by being
forced to slow his pace to match the pace of other
children born less fortunate."

ll

This idea suggests an emphasis upon tailoring the
educational program in the District to fit the needs
and capabilities of each student rather than dwelling
upon programs with a more ephemeral value, such
as the "balancing" scheme much touted these days.
On the matter of public welfare an inordinate amount
of criticism has been directed at the use of investigations to determine whether or not those on relief
are complying with the letter of the law. These
investigations are not made for the purpose of embarrassing or harassing anyone.
It is unfortunate that
such investigations prove necessary, just as it is
equally unfortunate that in our affluent society people
must rely upon public welfare in order to survive.
So long as welfare programs are necessary, howeve r,
so long must every effort be rriade to ensure that such
programs, conceived in the public interest, are implemented in the public interest.
Last year Daniel P. Moynihan, a former Assistant
Secretary of Labor, submitted a report on the Negro
family. His investigations indicated to him that a core
r eason for the poverty-stricken status of many Negroes
and for the unfortunate proliferation of Negro families
on public welfare rolls was a deteriorated family
situation. He was most careful to attach no moral
judgment to his findings.
He was most careful to
acknowledge that this critical situation stemmed from
the deplorable economic and wretched social position
in which far too many of our Negro citizens find
themselves. His recommendation was that every effort
be made to correct the conditions which foster family
disintegration.
One very substantial benefit to be derived from
action upon his recommendations would be to remove,
with time, families from the welfare rolls. This has

been of long concern to me, and the Moynihan Report
reinforces a conviction that Washington, in fulfilling
its role as a model city, should take the lead in correcting the conditions which fragment families, regardless of what color their skins may be, and doom
children to misery, delinquency, and a lifetime of
despair.
The purpose of dwelling upon these two items is
to counter the accusations that the present form of
governing the District fails to focus attention on the
problems which confront resident Washingtonians. Congress is aware of these problems, and members of
the D.C. committees in both Houses do their utmost
to ensure maximum attention to local D.C. needs.
The District Commissioners also devote unstinting
effort in coping with the task of administering our
Nation's Capital.
Certainly there is room for improvement, as there
is in any form of governing. Whatever improvement
is necessary, however, can be made within the presently existing framework. There is no absolute need
for home rule and its concomitant dilution of Washington' s status as a national city governed by a nationally
elected Congress.
As an alternative to home rule, the District should
be given representation in the Congress. Congress
can provide by statute that the District be represented
in the House by a non-voting delegate. Such a procedure has a long tradition in the Republic. Territories were permitted to send delegates to Congress
and these delegates were privileged to debate issues
though prevented from voting on legislation. Even
today Puerto Rico is represented in the House by a
non-voting Resident Commissioner.

Specific precedent exists for permitting such representation to the residents of the District. In 1871,
when Congress consolidated the several units of the
District's government into one, the District was provided a delegate to the House of Representatives.
As delegate for the District's residents, he sat on the
Committee for the District of Columbia, representing
their interests, presenting their grievances, introducing
legislation to meet with their local needs, and generally
assuring them a voice in their government.
Should there prevail the attitude that the District
be afforded voting representation in Congress it would
be necessary to amend the Constitution, since it provides
voting representation only for States, and, of course,
the District is not considered to be a State.
FAUL TS IN THE PRESENT BILL

During the first session of the 89th Congress the
Senate passed a home rule bill containing two particularly objectionable provisions.
The first of these provisions would have permitted
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partisan elections for Mayor and Council. Partisan
politics in American cities has a deplorably sordid
history. Corruption is a familiar by-product of this
kind of politics.
Such a state of affairs would be
thoroughly undesirable in the Nation's Capital.
When the Senate bill reached the House, an amendment
to it providing for non-partisan elections was proposed.
Even that, however, might fail to prevent distasteful
politics if home rule were granted the District. The
recent tactics of the "Free D.C. Movement" smack
of just the kind of politics we do not need in our
Nation's Capital.
Such behavior is contrary to our
best democratic traditions.
Each citizen, including
a businessman, is privileged to his own opinion on home
rule, and coercive tactics, such as the Movement's
proposed boycott of merchants opposed to home rule,
stand outside acceptable political behavior in our country. If such apparent irresponsibility were to characterize the leadership of local government under home
rule, then non-partisanship seems of questionable value.
Non- partisan elections would overcome one problem
not adequately coped with in S,lll8' s provision for partisan elections. A large percentage of the District's
population is in the employ of the Federal government
and partisan elections would subject them to pressures,
undoubtedly, to vote for the ticket of the party in
executive power. Today that would mean a Democratic
hegemony.
Another potential drawback to partisan politics is the
possibility, sometime in the future, of friction between
the leaders of the D.C. government and the leadership
in Congress when these are of different partie s.
That the possibility of such friction is not mere speculation is attested to by just such a situation in 1840,
when the Whigs elected a mayor and touched off a
political quarrel with a Democratic Congress which
placed the city charter in jeopardy.
A second ill-advised provision of last year's home
rule measure fixed by formula the annual Federal
payment appropriated by Congress to the District,
Its effect was to take from Congress the power of

appropriation.
As noted in House Report 957 (89th
Congress, 1st Sess.), "no other Federal, State, or
local agency is . relieved of appearing before the
Appropriations Committees of Congress to secure
money from the U.S. Treasury."
The provision for a fixed Federal payment unquestionably reflected the constant criticism that Congress does not appropriate enough funds annually to
the District and thus fails to pay the proper share of
the Federal Government in the cost of running the
District. Mr. Dudley was very wont to point out that
"the District budget runs over $350 million and at
least 87 percent of this comes from District taxpayers.' '
What he failed to point out was the financially
unique position Washington enjoys because it is our
National Capital.
No other American city receives
the benefit of Federal largesse to quite the degree
that Washington does. For example, millions of dollars
in payroll to Federal employees benefit local business
and supplement the city treasury through local taxes.
I am advised that, in 1965, expenditures of Federal
funds in the District of Columbia, exclusive of the
Federal payment to the District's general fund, totaled
more than $176,000,000. It is estimated that $72,162,000
of this total was for services provided by the Federal
government which were essentially local in nat.ure.
Furthermore, Washington draws an estimated 9 million
tourists annually, who spend on the average of $50
per person. All of these federally derived benefits
enlarge the monetary share which the Federal Government provides for meeting the District's operating
costs.
The current system for governing the District of
Columbia precludes the debilitating effects of partisan
politics, provides efficient government, adequately
ensures that the Federal Government meets the needs
of local residents, retains Congressional control of
appropriations, and maintains Washington's status as
a Federal city.
There is no need for home rule,
especially if the District receives repre sentation in
Congress.
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EYEWITNESS REPORT ON RHODESIAN
INDEPENDENCE
Thomas Molnar
In the past three years I have been three times
in Rhodesia. The first time was around January
1st, 1964 when the Federation of the Rhodesias and
Nyasaland was officially terminated. Like Malaysia
and the southern Arab emirates, the Federation had
been created by Great Britain (in 1953) in order to
save parts of Africa for the Commonwealth and bring
about a stable because multiracial community. But
this proved to be an inadequate solution: multiracial
communities are becoming the exception, not the rule
(see Cyprus, India, Israel, Nigeria, and increasingly
all the African States), and London had to yield to
independence demands by what was to become Zambia
and Malawi.
Only from Southern Rhodesia was independence withheld, under the pretext that it cannot
be granted to a minority white government.

ENGLAND'S SOLUTION DENIED
Now it is important to look behind London's decisions and the headlines of the world's newspapers.
England, as also France and Belgium, have not yielded
to tested majorities in Africa, but, at hasty conferences,
to the most radical pressure groups appearing under
violent slogans and holding the European negotiators
under the threat of blackmail: either independence
right now (and vague promises of remaining constructive
members of the Commonwealth), or request for aid
from the Communist block.
The result in every
case was almost instantaneous independence, granted
haphazardly and irresponsibly. The further results
are becoming clearer every day: one-party regimes,
corrupt political class, opponents in exile or jail,
dilapidated funds, finally the explosion of a "nation"
artificially put together for the sake of convenience
and of gaining a few years in aid and trade relations.
The situation in Rhodesia was certainly not worse
in this respect; in fact it was immeasurably better,
except that London insisted, in order to satisfy a
questionable "world opinion", that democratic elections
based on one-man-one-vote be right away introduced.
For any sane, non-ideologized observer of the African
scene democracy and Westminster or Washington style
parliamentary elections are sheer nonsense, at least
for the time being. Proof of it is that today no African
State, from Egypt to Senegal, from Guinea to Tanzania
has even a remotely democratic system but a paternalistic one in the best case, a despotic one in the
worst.
Liberia and Ethiopia, never colonized, are
no exception in this respect.
In contrast, the Salisbury government, except for
foreign policy independent from Great Britain since
1923, elaborated and adopted a constitution in 1961
which won London's entire approval. It is important
to analyse briefly this document since it is still
valid, and not even Prime Minister Harold Wilson
could improve on it during his protracted negotiations
with the Ian Smith government, just before the independence declaration of November ll, 1965.

Dr. Molncu is professor of French Literature at Brooklyn
College.
His works include Bernanvos, His Political
Thought and Prophecy; The Future of Education; The
Decline of the Intellectual; and Africa: A Political Travelogue.
He has contributed to such learned journals as
"Commonweal,'' ''Worldview," "Modern Age," "Review
of Politics," "University Bookman,'' and "America."

The Constitution extends the franchise to voters
on two rolls:
On Roll A vote most of the whites
because they are qualified by educational standards
and property requirements; also on Roll A figure
a substantial number of Black voters who satisfy the
educational requirements, or are chiefs and headmen,
that is leaders of society, and generally heads of
households. Roll A sends fifty members to Parliament,
Roll B is reserved for those whites and urbanized
Blacks whose educational standards are not high enough,
who therefore cannot understand the issues before
Parliament. The mechanism of education is such that
according, for example, Sir Edgar Whitehead, longtime
prime minister and respected by all, Parliament will
have a black majority within 15 to 20 years. This is
evident if we look at the population ratio: 220,000
whites and close to four million blacks.
It must be added that like everywhere in Africa,
the great majority of black population is still living
in the tribal area, territories that cannot be alienated
and where whites cannot own property. The tribal
structure has nothing to do with modern democracy
and voting system; the blacks on Rolls A and B are
therefore only the so-called urbanized ones whose
living conditions bring them into increasing contact
with Western ways.
If all the blacks qualified to vote had used their
voting right in the elections of 1962, they would have
achieved numerical equality with the whites, or would
have come very close to it. Why did this not happen?
Instant independence in the Congo and elsewhere in
Central Africa brought to the surface quick ambitions
in Rhodesia too. Two fiery nationalists had emerged,
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Mr. Joshua Nkomo and the Rev. Sithole. Since both
were backed by Cairo (which acted as facade for the
Soviet Union where Mr. Nkomo went to study), they
soon began to quarred and to show more radical than
the other. Nkomo claimed to have a magic impact
on the masses (this I can readily ascertain, having
seen him in "action"), while Sithole claimed to speak
for the more sophisticated intellectuals.
At any rate, both were invited by Mr. Clifford
Dupont, then Minister of Law and Order, at present
acting as Governor for the new independent country,
to participate in the elections and make full use of
their opportunities.
Both were evasive, and finally
decided to boycott the elections: whatever their personal
views were, in the present climate of Afro-Asian
demagogy, freely poured forth at the United Nations
and other international forums, no leader can show
himself as moderate.
BEGINNING OF CHANGE

bear of a man, with eyes full of malice and heart full
of self-confidence. "If we do not have soon a blackmajority government'', he summed up our conversation,
"the whites will have to sleep with guns under their
pillows. Then we shall kick them out -- except those
of course who are ready to cooperate with us."
This was a complete stalemate, and despondency set
in. Entire families contemplated emigration, and in
fact several thousand people did emigrate. That the
population did not decrease substantially, was due to
the fact that the place of the departed was soon filled
up by refugees from Kenya, the Congo, Tanzania.
And by spring 1964 Winston Field yielded to a more
determined personality of his party, Ian Smith. There
were also other cabinet changes.
When the presently kicked up dust settles, in a few
years' time, the history of the eighteen months between
spring 1964 and autumn 1965 will have to be written.
Now it is rather hard to see clearly, but on my second
visit, in August 1965, I could read the events in retrospect.

The boycott, particularly as organized by the more
fanatic Nkomo, took the usual African form: not just
posters inviting the urban population to stay away from
the electoral booths, but horrible acts of intimidation:
burning down homes and crop, killing cattle, raping
women -- and the use of the witchdoctor for casting
spells on those who defying the intimidation, participated
in the vote either as electors or as candidates. Thus
Nkomo and his rival, Sithole, could assert after
the elections that the fifteen black members of Parliament, although in opposition to the government, were
nevertheless the "stooges of whitemen", since they did
not represent the abstaining so-called "revolutionary
masses''.
Important transformations took place in the meantime among the white community also. Rhodesia used
to be a comfortable colonial-type society, feeling secure
because of its number. Kenya with some fifty thousand
temporary British settlers could become an independent black State; so could, a la rigueur, Zambia and
Malawi, with their insignificant white minority. But
Southern Rhodesia was different, So at least its
inhabitants, loyal Britishers all, thought.
Yet, s tarting with 1960 and the Congo massacres,
they began to entertain suspicions. In the same year
Prime Minister Harold Macmillan went to Cape Town
and there in Parliament made the famous speech on
the "winds of change" in Africa.
The Verwoerd
government understood: in a matter of twelve months
South Africa became an independent Republic, seceded
from the Crown and left the Commonwealth. Just in
time not to be sacrificed to British efforts of creating
an ephemeral "multiracial society" there too.
The a-political Rhodesian farmers got together and
for the first time, distrusting the British, organized
a new party, the Rhodesian Front. After one year• s
existence, and under a still reluctant Winston Field as
prime minister, they won in a landslide at the 1962
elections, uncontested by Nkomo and Sithole who
preferred to have their partisans resort to terror:
they had to earn the Kremlin's and Mao• s confidence.
Yet, the Federation broke up at the end of 1963
and when I arrived to Salisbury I found there a
demoralized population. Under Winston Field there
was only a wait-and-see policy, a refusal to antagonize
the British. ''After all'', Mr. Field told me when I
visited him on his picturesque estate near the Mozambique border, "the British and the Americans are
bound to wake up soon and realize that they cannot
build on the new black governments. The latter will
collapse in internal anarchy, whereas we will remain
economically strong and in faithful alliance with the
West."
I also visited Joshua Nkomo at the time, a big

While the older segments of the population, living
mostly on the farms of the countryside, have had
difficulty to break their emotional ties with the British
Crown, and consequently to see through the subtleties
of British policies and plans, the younger people of the
towns, to whom we must add the refugees, also a
young and vigorous element, came to certain conclusions. They felt as Rhodesians, no longer as British;
they felt a patriotic attachment to this young country,
and knew that unless this sentiment receives soon
concrete expression of nationhood, it might peter out;
they could not envisage returning to a small, petty,
socialist England at a time when England's active and.
dynamic younger people were emigrating to ;South
Africa or the United States; finally, they also understood that without foreign investment a chiefly agricultural Rhodesia cannot survive; yet, while the country's future remains insecure and suspended, foreign
investors would not take the risk.
This mixture of sentiments and interests provided
the necessary fuel for Mr. Smith in his difficult
negotiations with the Conservative government, then,
after October 1964, the Labor government of Harold
Wilson.
I have seen enough documentary proof to
suspect Mr. Wilson's good faith during these negotiations. Simply put, he came to understand two things,
yet acted contrary to this understanding: first, he
knew and he knows today that the 1961 Constitution
au~omatically enlarges black voting rights, so that no
new "guarantee" is needed on the part of the Smith
government in view of extending the franchise gradually
to a black majority. The second thing is that after
spending more than ten hours with the nationalists
Nkomo and Sithole (more time than the total that he
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spent with the members of the government and administration), Wilson emerged and later stated (in
Salisbury as well as in London) that it is inconceivable
to yield, now or even in the near future, government
to these men or in general to a black majority.
It is now rather obvious, and my visit in Rhodesia
in February 1966 confirms it to my satisfaction, that
Wilson merely wished to gain time until the moment
when the weary Rhodesians will finally throw out
Smith and elect a government amenable to enter into
a coalition with black ministers.
Mr. Wilson was
perhaps hoping to be able to wash his hands for
whatever was to happen afterwards.
Independence was finally proclaimed in November
1965, and we have witnessed the explosion of wrath
in circles who do not seem to mind the coming to
power of despots, demagogues and other wreckers of
law and well-being, provided the latter usher in
"socialism" and or non-white rule.
Soekarno or
Ben Bella must be helped, but Ian Smith should be
severely dealt with.
DAWN OF HOPE

Let us not waste time on the wishful thinking of
new-obscurantist circles, but let us rather summarize
the present situation and the prospects.
Mr. Wilson -made two capital errors. One was that
he underestimated the solidarity of all Rhodesians who
now form a phalanx behind Smith. It must be stressed
that were Smith to fall, the next government could not
but follow the same policy.
Let me add that even
according to the New York Times, no friend of the
white Rhodesians, at least two thirds of the black
population (and the figure includes the urbanized ones)
is for Smith who represents order and the security

l,

of jobs over against chaos everywhere from the Congo
in 1960 to Nigeria and Ghana of recent days.
The second error was to overestimate the impact of
the economic boycott,
As Sir Edgar Whitehead, no
friend of Ian Smith, writes in a British magazine,
Wilson offers no alternative to the Rhodesians who
must fight to survive.
And in addition to its other
assets, Rhodesia has. an excellent little army, commanded by war-time 1 R.A. F. heroes, a match to any
military force except the combined one set in motion
by the United Nations -- but then only with American
backing. Furthermore, as Sir Edgar states, neither
Portugal nor South Africa can afford not to help
Rhodesia in its struggle for survival. Although without
much publicity, both trade intensely with Rhodesia,
and I imagine that Rhodesian goods, unsaleable on
account of the boycott, are bought up and re-sold
by neighbors.
But the biggest difficulty in Mr. Wilson's policy
is presented, quite unexpectedly, by the situation of
Zambia, the world's first supplier of copper. Zambia's
needs in electric power and coal can only be satisfied
at an economical rate by no other than Rhodesia;
the needed oil comes in through rail, also passing
through Rhodesia. Wilson's optimists, echoed by those
of Mennen Williams, were confident that the enormous
US Hercules cargo planes can do the job and let
Salisbury starve in the process: they would bring in
oil and coal, and take out the copper. Let anybody
calculate the cost of this airlift which would render
Zambian copper non-competitive in the nick of time.
So, as Mr. Smith told me in his Salisbury office, the
problem is now not how to guarantee the survival
of independent Rhodesia, but to save Zambia from
economic collapse. Such a fate is not in the interest
of anyone in Southern Africa.
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THAILAND WAITS
Thomas F. Phalen, Jr.
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law school. An Air Force veteren, he served in Thailand
as 35th Tactical Group Staff Fuels Officer at Don Muang
Air Base in Bangkok, Thailand. In that capacity he had
primary responsibility for all U.S. and U.S.A.F. military
aircraft support in Thailand, and Fuels liaison with the
Royal Thai Air Force, SEATO forces, the United States
Military Assistance Group, and U.S. Air Forces in Viet
Nam and the Phillipine Islands. He also served as legal
liaison between these organizations and the United States
Embassy and local Thai law enforcement agencies.

and were given broad powers to suspend normal rights
of the accused. Seven hundered and forty "hooligans"
(a term borrowed by one of the newspapers and adopted
by the Revolutionary Group) were rounded up in one
day alone. In one incident, three Communists were
executed in a public spectacular.
On the whole,
however, there was little bloodshed.
Despite the confusing array of proclamations the
court system remained basically intact. Article 20
of the Provisional Constitution of 1959 provided: "In
the case where no specific provisions of the present
constitution are applicable, decisions shall be based
on Thai constitutional practices," While the Prime
Minister's control was absolute in many matters
involving national security, the civilian courts focused
on "Thai constitutional practices" to hold the military
government in check. They even reversed one conviction by the military for lack of evidence. The
prestige of Thai courts and development of law has
advanced remarkably in major cities, but "national
security" continues to take precedence in the outlying
provinces.
(See Houston, A Preliminary Survey of
Criminal Procedure in Thailand, 16 Syr. L. R, 505,
Sp. 1965.)
To the powerless parliament fell the sole task of
drafting a new constitution.
The Prime Minister
annually proclaims that the document is about to be
adopted, but as a practical matter, the stability of
remote areas is too much in doubt to adopt a meaningful,
universally applicable instrument.
One need only
travel to these areas along the Mekong River, and
mountain villages along the Laos borders, to sense that
civil liberties and national security are not topics for
academic debate. They touch upon matters ofpractical
survival.
THE MONARCHY

A dictatorial regime with apparent wide popular
support in well-populated areas, but which enjoys
questionable loyalty at best in remote villages, has
irrevocably committed itself to the betterment of its
people as an ally of the United States. The question
is:
Should we, if the opportunity were to present
itself, withdraw from Thailand and agree to "neutralize" that country in an accommodation with Red
China?
The question lurks behind the information in this
article.
The article does not answer the question,
but it provides information that must be considered in
reaching a viable answer.
THE COUP, THE LAW AND THE COURTS

A proclamation of Military Law on October 20,
1958 ended the nation-wide martial law of Prime
Minister Sarit' s traditional military coup d'etat. Subsequent decrees officially initiated a purge of known
and suspected "Communists" and "hooligans." Military courts were assigned trials of these offenders,

Prime Minister Sarit' s modus operandi was a
masterful one. He assumed control of a government
that had evolved, in fact, into a military dictatorship,
The form of government had been a constitutional
monarchy, with little emphasis of the monarch. Sarit
then elevated King Bhumibol Adulyadej into a position
of importance with a double impact.
First, the Thais have long felt a personal attachment to their King. He is the spiritual leader of the
Buddhists in Thailand, and is always in a position of
prominence on great religious occasions. By thrusting
the King and his attractive wife, Queen Sirikit, into the
limelight as the symbol of the government, Sarit immediately won the respect and support of his countrymen.
The second point of impact was more subtle. King
Bhumibol became at once a sort of "Host" of State, a
fact immediately acclaimed in the United States. King
Bhumibol was born in Massachusetts, and graduated
from Harvard.
His English is flawless, as is the
Queen's, and his knowledge of Western politics and
military science is profound. During the 1964 SEA TO
exercise, Air Boon Choo (named after Thailand's
Chief Air Marshall), the King led his delegation to the
U.S. Ground Control Intercept radar facilities, and
displayed a comprehension of radar that had the officers stuttering. In addition, he plays several musical
instruments and is a jazz buff.
On more than one
occasion he joined the USAF officers on Don Muang
Air Base in roaring jazz sessions.
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SARIT'S PROGRAM

The Prime Minister's actions behind the scenes
were equally bold and effective.
Klongs (canals),
long the prime thoroughfares of Thai travel and commerce, were filled; several broad main streets were
constructed criss-crossing Bangkok, and trade, commerce, and investment were encouraged. While employment and wages steadily increased, consumer
products from Japan and the U.S. tripled their flow to
the public.
Along with this, in 1958 and 1959, the United States
Military Assistance Program (MAP) was initiated in
Thailand. The U.S. gained its foothold in South East
Asia and increased other forms of aid rapidly. Both
military and non-military personnel were sent to the
U .s. for training at air bases and army posts as well
as in industry, communications and agriculture.
The MAP program has come under scathing attack
in recent months, in particular, "Our Secret Scandal in
Thailand" published in Parade magazine in the November 21, 1965 edition of the Washington Post. Again,
we are not at liberty to comment on the accuracy of
the report, but such reports must be gauged in their
proper framework. The success of such operations as
that reported in the opening lines of this paper have
been carried out under the severe handicap of attempting to maintafn surface compliance with the Geneva
Accords and yet being prepared to counter enemy
violations. This too, has been criticized; but it possibly
postponed a conflict that would have been a "logistical
nightmare'', as one reporter stated it, because of a
system of inadequate transportation and facilities.
When the time to act came in 1964, equipment could
readily be activated, and the results of the 1964 summer's activity speaks for itself.
Prince Souvanna
Phouma' s gove rnment could not have survived that
summer in Laos without the help afforded from Thailand and the United States.
" ... The United States equipped the Royal Lao
Air Force with•.• T-28' s while Lao pilots were ..... .
being trained at Udorn in northeastern Thailand,
Thai mercenaries flew the planes ..• (A) few of the
Thai pilots remain; most ... are now Lao. This applies
only to the air force however, and not to the CIA
operations through Air America, a fifty-plane transport
group operating with American and multinational crews
from Laos and Thailand and South Vietnam as well."
While the accuracy of the preceding report cannot
be comme nted upon, its source was the Reporter
Magazine issue of April 22, 1965. Denis Warne r's
article, "Our Secret War in Laos", appea rs to be one
of the firs t bre aks of pre ss silence s ince the Geneva
accords on this little known activity, and his r e s e a rch
could only have been extensive.

the father of her two children. All, including his widow
claimed shares by certain promises of Sarit and estimates of his fortune skyrocketed. The whole story
made front page news in Bangkok papers for weeks.
The King cancelled engagements and left for his summer palace in Chiengmai in northern Thailand. (Personal word was that he was extremely embarrassed by
the revelations, and did not have prior knowledge of
Sarit' s activities.) Prime Minister Thanom promised
further investigation, and it was discovered that millions of dollars in development funds and from other
sources had found their way into Sarit' s various and
scattered bank accounts. All of the assets of his estate
were frozen and the public accounting continues.

GOVERNMENT UNDER THANOM

By this time, other stories of Sarit' s shortcomings
were finding their way into print, one of which directly
concerned the country's ability to counter communist
subversion. While Sarit had spent a great deal of time
and money in Bangkok and four or five other large
cities such as Korat, Udorn, Ubon, and Chiangmai,
very little had been done to assist the small villages.
In northern Thailand along the Laos border this
failure, of course, had its practical aspects. For
centurie s the se areas have been inhabited by Lao,
Kmers (Cambodian ancestry), black Thai tribesmen,
and in the past few decades North Vietnamese and
Chinese. The North Vietnamese came across when Ho
Chi Minh and the Communits assumed control in Hanoi.
They and others have lived in villages almost totally
removed from a central government and have little
loyalty to a distant capitol in Bangkok.

SCANDAL

Sarit' s success in building a c apitol known for
more than its 300 needle-spire d te mple s and Venetian
canals cannot be questioned. Before any criticism of
Sarit is offered, it must be recognized that without him
such advances might have been years in the making.
However, at Sarit's death in 1964, Thanom Kittikachorn assume d the vac ant ministerial s eat. Fears
and rumors abounded that the change of horses would
provide an ide al moment for a c oup, but the transition
had been carefully planne d and executed. One rumor
quie tly spre ad that the Air F orce unde r Boon Choo de ...
sired a more potent voice in the army-controlled
government affairs, but the risks were too great for
Boon Choo to move, if such was his aim.
The first indication that all was not pure c ame when
another woman came forwa rd claiming that Sarit was

Sarit' s awareness of this we akness was on the rise
before he died, but T hanom looke d upon this as a area
of failure of the previous r egime. The new Prim e
Ministe r established a Mobile Defense Unit (MDU)
rather like a Peace Corps on wheels, and is now involved
in a concerte d effort to win the loyalty and support of
these people.
Thanom' s efforts may be too late. It is obvious that
a number of the North Vietnamese and Chinese business m en have s t rong homeland c onnections. Many are
unde r the direct control of Hanoi and Peking. An
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officer of one of Thailand's largest banks was recently
arrested for funneling capital and information into
China.
It is well known to Thai government officials that
Peking has been busy for several years training Thais
in China, for subversion in their homeland. The Chinese
have a descendant of Tark Sin, the great Chinese King,
who ruled Thailand from 1768-1781, and who is being
primed to assert his claim to the Thai throne. The
Communists also recognize the prominence of the King
in the life of the Thai. (For the complete story, see
Varophas, Thai History and Communist China, SAIS
Review 17, S.1965-School of Advanced International
Studies, Johns Hopkins University.)
THAILAND AND THE UNITED STATES

The reader should be prepared to hear and see
growing concern for the fate of Thailand in the months
ahead. Indeed, it is the United State's only secure ally
on that penninsula.
If Prime Minister Thanom is the respected leader
both at home and abroad as appears to be the case,
if the Thai people support the regime and in their own
way are making substantive economic, social and moral
progress, and_if an entire nation has based its internal
and external policies in reliance upon the support of
the United States, our government has a moral obligation
to honor its promises. It has no right to tinker with
the fate of an entire nation by withdrawing that support.
The burden is clearly on those proposing contrary
actions to prove their case beyond a reasonable doubt,
They have not met that burden.

More important, there is a basic desire in Thailand
make decisions independent of outside control,
despite her cognizance that without U.s. assistance
there is little hope for effective resistance against her
giant neighbor.
Every move made by the U.S. in
Viet Nam is weighed and evaluated in Thailand. Their
motto "My Bpen Rai" ("No Big Thing") may characterize a smiling optimism towards life, but they
recognize too that their own fate is inexorably linked
with the outcome of their neighbor's plight,
to
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BASEBALL AND THE ANTITRUST LAWS
David H. Link, Jr.
David Link is a second-year law student at Catholic University of America.

The question, as to the extent, if any, that organized
professional team sports should be exempt from the
federal antitrust laws has undergone substantial treatment by the judiciary and Congress, but to date it
remains unanswered.
A thorough analysis of this
question is not the purpose of this article, however.
It has already received extensive examination by
Samuel R. Pierce Jr., (43 Cornell L.Q. 566), by the
Antitrust Subcommittee of the House Committee on
the Judiciary, and in numerous Law Review articles
from 1940 to 1960. Rather, I will concentrate on the
enviable position enjoyed by professional baseball,
of complete exemption from the antitrust laws, which
govern other professional sports.
Anyone with an interest in the antitrust field is
well aware of this disparity which exists within professional sports. In an attempt to foster competition
in this country;, the Sherman Antitrust Act was adopted
in 1890. As early as 1914 it was declared that professional baseball was not engaged in interstate commerce.
The first case to reach the U.S. Supreme
Court confirmed the 1914 decision. Since that time
it appears that the judiciary has relied on the doctrine
of "stare decisis et non quieta movere" when dealing
with baseball cases.
However, the Supreme Court
has made it clear that other individual professional
sports could not rely on the Federal Baseball case
for exemption from the antitrust laws. The legislative
body of the government, as will be pointed out later,
has tried to deal with this problem, but has never
been successful in the passage of appropriate legislation.
THE FIRST DECISIONS

In Baseball's first brush with the judiciary, American League Baseball Club of Chicago v. Chase, the
New York court held that baseball did not participate
in interstate commerce.
The view taken was that
baseball was "a mere amusement or sport" and
therefore was not subject to the restrictions of Sections
one through seven of the Sherman Antitrust Law.
However, without deciding the issue, .the court stated:
Organized baseball is now as complete a monopoly of the baseball business for profit as any
It is a contravention
monopoly can be made.
of the common law, in that it invades the right to
labor as a property exercise of a profession or
calling.
In the landmark case, Federal Baseball, the question
of the applicability of the antitrust laws to organized
baseball was again presented to the court.
For a
unanimous Supreme Court, per Mr. Justice Holmes, it
was held that organized porfessional baseball was not
interstate commerce and therefore was not subject to
the federal antitrust laws. The business of baseball
was considered to be a local activity and not commerce.
The transportation in interstate commerce of players
and equipment was viewed as incidental to the primary
purpose, mainly the production, and was "not enough
to change t,he character of the business." Mr. Justice
Holmes stated, "The transport is a mere incident,
not the essential thing ... That which in its consummation
is not commerce does not become commerce among the
States because the transportation that we have mentioned
takes place."
The next case of any significance was Gardella
v. Chandler. It was a private antitrust suit for treble

damages.
Plaintiff alleged, inter alia, that baseball
was a monopoly and conspiracy in restraint of trade
in violation of the Sherman and Clayton Acts. The
district court dismissed the case for lack of jurisdiction, on the authority of Federal Baseball; however,
on appeal, the Court of Appeals (2nd Circuit) reversed
and remanded the case for trial.
The court in its
reversal (2-1) handed down three written opinions.
Judge Learned Hand and Judge Frank voted for reversal,
while Judge Chase filed a dissenting opinion.
INTERSTATE OR NO?

On appeal, two fundamental questions were raised
and answered in each opinion. The first was whether
organized professional baseball was engaged in interstate commerce; and secondly, if so, whether the
federal antitrust laws apply to the reserve clause in
the contracts of the baseball players.
Judge Hand, because of the connections between
baseball and radio and television, stated that baseball
had taken on "interstate features" which were not
present when Federal was decided. Baseball's relationship with broadcasting, according to Judge Hand, meant
that it was "pro tanto engaged fn interstate commerce".
However he indicated that it did not automatically
follow that the whole of baseball was subject to the
antitrust laws. In voting for reversal, he stated that
it would become necessary for the plaintiff to prove
that all of baseball's activities taken together were
sufficient to impress upon it an interstate character.
In speaking of the reserve clause, in light of the
Sherman Act, he stated, " ••• whatever other conduct
the Acts tnay forbid, they certainly forbid all restraints
of trade which were unlawful at common law, and one
of the oldest and best established of these is a contract
which unreasonably forbids anyone to practice his
calling ... "
Judge Frank stated that, in his opinion, the Supreme
Court had in effect overruled Federal and left it but
an "impotent zombie." Therefore, not feeling bound
by Federal, he found that organized baseball was
engaged in interstate commerce primarily because of
the broadcasting features.
Unlike Judge Hand, he
felt that these features alone were sufficient to subject
baseball to the antitrust laws.
In speaking of the
reserve clause, he stated that it represented the
"peonage of the baseball player," and that " ••• only
the totalitarian-minded will believe that high pay
excuses virtual slavery."
Judge Chase, dissenting, expressly on the basis of
Federal, stated that baseball was not interstate commerce.
He indicated that there was no significant
difference between the telegraphic reports of baseball
games in 1922 and the radio and television reports
of games in 1948. The reserve clause, according to
Chase, was a device to control the labor of individuals.
If there was a problem in this area it was one that
should be solved by labor-management discussions.
He argued that depriving a baseball player of the means
of making a living was not a form of restraint upon
competition in the marketing of goods ~d services
in interstate commerce as interpreted by the Supreme
Court. In defense of his position, Chase argued that
an individual's ability to work and his services were
not subjects of trade or commerce and that the restraints upon employment were not intended to be
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covered by the antitrust laws passed by Congress.
A short time later, a sequel case to Gardella,
Martin v. National League, in which the plaintiff had
been denied an injunction, pendente lite, at the lower
level was revised and that decision after affirmation
by the appellate court was remanded for trial.
As a result of the opinions handed down by the
~ourt of Appeals (2nd Circuit) in Gardella and Martin,
lt appeared that the rights of the individual players
had finally been recognized, but the cases never went
to trial.
They were settled out of court and confrontation with reality was once again avoided. It
was later disclosed that Gardella, who had been
susp~nded for "jumping'' to a postwar Mexican league,
received $60,000 and reinstatement by the Commissioner of Baseball, A.B. "Happy" Chandler. A similiar
result is assumed in the case of Martin and in the
several cases that were pending on the calendars of
various federal courts throughtout the nation.
In 1953 the Supreme Court, for the second time,
entertained the question of the application of antitrust
laws to professional baseball. Toolson v. New York
Yankees, Corbett v. Commissioner of Baseball, and
Kowalski v. Chandler were all considered at the same
time by the Court. In affirming the decisions of the
circuit courts of appeals to dismiss them on the basis
of lack of jurisdiction, the Court, in a per curiam
opinion, stated that Federal had exempted baseball
from the antitrust laws and added:
Congress has had that ruling under consideration
but has not seen fit to bring such business under
these laws by legislation having prospective effect.
The business has thus been left for thirty years to
develop, on the understanding that it was not subject
to existing antitrust legislation. The present cases
ask us to overrule the prior decision and with
retrospective effect, hold the legislation appli~able.
We think that if there are evils in this field which
now warrant application to it of the antitrust laws
it should be by legislation.
SPORT - NOT A BUSINESS

Organized professional baseball, enjoys the enviable
status of being completely exempt from the federal
antitrust laws.
It appears that this position will
remain unaltered unless the legislative branch of the
government enacts appropriate laws to either place
all other organized professional team sports on an equal
footing with professional baseball or to include professional baseball within the scope of the existing
federal antitrust laws.
In November 1964, the Columbia Broadcasting
System (CBS) purchased ninety percent of the stock
of the New York Yankees, and baseball, which has

always been suspect, again underwent congressional
investigation.
As a result of this most recent inquiry,
appropriate, and long overdue legislation was favorably reported out of the subcommittee to the Committee on the Judiciary.
However, this bill, which
treats all professional sports equally, has not yet
been acted upon.
This bill, like so many others in
the past, will probably be lost in the shuffle.
At the time of this writing, the State of Wisconsin
is involved in a state antitrust case against the Milwaukee Braves, Inc., et al. In asking the court for
a dismissal of Wisconsin's suit to keep the Braves
in Milwaukee for the 1966 baseball season, the Braves
cited both Federal and Toolson claiming that organized
baseball is exempt from antitrust regulation. Circuit
Judge Elmer W. Roller pointed out that Federal held
that baseball involves purely state affairs, with only
incidental effects on interstate commerce and is not
interstate commerce within the meaning of the federal
antitrust laws. Moreover, Judge Roller reasoned, the
Toolson case involved application of the Sherman Act
to the internal aspects of baseball. It did not say that
baseball's local activities are outside the scope of
state antitrust laws.
In rejecting the Braves' federal-preemption argument, Judge Roller again points out that the present
suit involves only the local aspects of the interstate
business of professional baseball.
While the constitutional grant to Congress of power to regulate
interstate commerce impliedly forbids the exercise of
such power by the states, Judge Roller continues,
it does not withdraw from the state power to legislate
in respect to local matters even if that legislation
incidentally affects interstate commerce.
In the
Sherman Acts' history and in the cases interpreting
it, Judge Roller finds indications that Congress intended
to supplement and not displace s t ate antitrust law.
It was decided that baseball enjoys no immunity
under Wisconsin antitrust law, that Wisconsin antitrust law is not limited to " commodities" but applies
to service industries such as professional sports,
that the Sherman and Clayton Acts do not preempt the
regulation of interstate commerce to the exclusion of
Wisconsin antitrust law, and that the injunction sought
by the state will not impose an unreasonable bur den
on interstate commerce. (State v. Milwaukee Braves,
Inc., 1/24/66).
If the inscription which appears on the National
Archives in Washington, D.C., (Study the Past - The
Past Is Prologue) could be applied to baseball' s
history of litigation, then perhaps a conclusion could
be drawn. Baseball's history, however, has instead
left judges, lawyer s, legislators, law students and businessmen in a turmoil.
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THE KENT CASE - SIGNAL FOR CHANGE?
Gerard A. Dupuis
ferry Dupuis is a third year student at the Catholic University Law School.

On January 19, 1966 the visitors at the Supreme
Court included an unusual number of Catholic University Law School students and professors.
The
occasion was the oral agrument of Kent v. United
States, part of which was delivered by Professor
Richard Arens of the Catholic University Law School
faculty. Mr. Arens had represented Kent at various
times in the case, and was co-counsel with Mr. Myron
G, Ehrlich before the Supreme Court.
The story of Morris Allen Kent Jr. is probably
a familiar one in the District of Columbia. It is a
story of poverty, deprivation, lack of schooling and
no family life. Kent was not a helpless child, however,
at the time of his offense. He was 16 years old and
had an imposing physical stature. The helplessness
was there, but in a different and more important
respect, There was evidence, backed by expert testimont, that he suffered severe emotional and mental
disturbances.
The Kent story begins, for our purposes, in 1959
when he was 14 years old. He was apprehended as a
result of several housebreakings and an attempted
purse snatching. The Juvenile Court of the District
of Columbia placed him on probation, in the custody
of his mother who had been separated from her husband
since her son was two years· old.
Thereafter the
Juvenile Court officials interviewed him from time to
time and accumulated a twentieth century status symbol,
the "social service" file. Then came the incidents
which led to his Supreme Court appeal.

by the Juvenile Court staff during Kent's probationary
period, and which file would be available to the
Juvenile Court judge in considering the question of
retention or waiver of jurisdiction. Mr. Arens insisted
that access to this file was essential to his providing
Kent with effective assistance of counsel.
The Juvenile Court judge did not rule on these
motions.
In fact, he held no hearing, did not confer
with Kent, or counsel, or Kent's parents. Rather,
he entered an order reciting that after "full investigation, I do hereby" waive jurisdiction of petitioner.
The judge further directed that he be "held for trial
for the offenses under the regular procedure of the
U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia."
The judge made no findings, nor did he give any reason
why waiver was proper in this case.
Further, he
made no reference to the motions filed by Kent's
counsel.

JUVENILE OR ADULT?

In September 1961 an intruder entered the apartment
of a woman in the District of Columbia. Her wallet
was taken, and she was raped. Fingerprints in the
woman's apartment matched those of Kent's taken at
the time of his 1959 arrest when he was 14, and cared
for by the Juvenile Court. The fingerprints led to his
being taken into custody by the police. He was then
16 and still subject to the "exclusive jurisdiction"
of the Juvenile Court under the D. C. Code. (For a
more detailed discussion of the statutory provisions,
and the cases, see 14 Catholic U. L. Rev. 272 (1965).)
He was still on probation to that Court as a result
of the 1959 proceedings.
Kent was taken to police headquarters and interrogated.
He admitted the robbery and rape, and
volunteered information as to similar past offenses.
Mr. Arens was retained as counsel the next day.
Anticipating that the Juvenile Court might waive jurisdiction to the District Court, where Kent would be
tried as an adult, Arens made known his intention to
oppose waiver.
He filed a motion with the Juvenile
Court requesting a hearing on the question of waiver.
Appended to the motion was an affidavit of a psychiatrist stating that Kent was "a victim of severe
psychopathology'' and recommending hospitalization.
Arens offered to prove that if Kent were given adequate
treatment in a hospital under the aegis of the Juvenile
Court, he would be a suitable subject for rehabilitation.
At this same time, Arens moved that the Juvenile
Court should give him access to the Social Service
file relating to his client which had been accumulated

Various appeals followed, but the Juvenile Court's
waiver was upheld.
Kent was tried in the District
Court and Was found not guilty by reason of insanity
as to the counts alleging rape. On the six counts of
housebreaking and robbery, the jury found him guilty,
He was sentenced to serve five to 15 years on each
guilty count, or a total of 30 to 90 year sentence.
The Court of Appeals affirmed the conviction and Kent
found himself (unknowingly) before the Supreme Court.
THE SUPREME COURT DECISION

The Supreme Court's opinion was handed down on
March 21 , 1966. In a 5 to 4 decision it reversed
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the Court of Appeals decision. Although Arens and
Ehrlich had urged several grounds for reversal, some
of which concerned constitutional guarantees, the Court
remanded the case "on account of the procedural
error with respect to waiver of jurisdiction" and it
chose not to pass on the other questions. Nevertheless,
there are overtones in the opinion which indicate that
the Court was concerned with the position advanced
by some that juveniles are not entitled to certain
constitutional rights before juvenile courts because the
proceedings are not punitive but rather remedial.
The court states:
But this latitude (in waiving jurisdiction) is not
complete.
At the outset, it assumes procedural
regularity sufficient in the particular circumstances
to satisfy the basic requirements of due process and
fairness, as well as compliance with the statutory
requirement of a 'full investigation.' "
The Court found a sufficient basis in the D.C.
Statutes and in the cases to hold that they do not
permit the Juvenile Court, "in total disregard of a
motion for hearing filed by counsel, and without any
hearing or, statement or reasons, to decide" that the
juvenile should by "jailed with adults" and "exposed
to the possibility of a death sentence instead of treatment
for a maximum, in Kent's case, of five years, until
he is 21.''
Significantly, in refusing to reach the constitutional
issues the court stated:
In these circumstances, considering particularly
that decision as to waiver of jurisdiction and
transfer of the matter to the District Court was
potentially as important to petitioner as the difference between five years' confinement and a
death sentence, we conclude that, as a condition
to a valid waiver order, petitioner was entitled
to a hearing, including access by his counsel to
the social records and probation or similar reports which presumably are considered by the court,

and to a statement of reasons for the Juvenile
Court's decision.
We believe that this result is
required by the statute read in the context of
constitutional principles relating to due process
and the assistance of counsel.
This may not be the end of Morris Allen Kent Jr.
in the efforts of his counsel to secure for him a
chance for rehabilitation. It may be the beginning,
hopefully, of concern for a meaningful procedure in
juvenile courts thoughout the country. As the inimitable
Mr. Arens might say, this reprehensible attitude toward,
and lack of concern for, the juvenile process must be
rectified by the bar and judiciary alike, in order to
reach a meaningful conciliation between the needs and
welfare of the child and the administration of justice as
respects criminal acts.
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THE DRAFT DILEMMA
Michael Ambrosio
Mike Ambrosio is a third-year law student at Catholic University of America.

The day of reckoning with the local draft board is
coming soon for many June graduates. While all qualified 19 through 25 year olds are subject to the draft,
law school graduates concluding their studies before the
age of 26 will probably be among the first in line. The
most perplexing aspect of the draft dilemma is the
uncertainty it creates in the lives of potential draftees.
Hopefully, the following brief look at the draft picture
from the law student's perspective will answer some of
the questions that are being asked. The picture is by
no means a complete one.
The major obstacle to an accurate statement of the
situation is the decentralized character of the Selective
Service System. The local draft boards, which, incidentally, are composed of only male members, determine
draft classifications in the light of their individual
quota requirements and available manpower. Consequently the only thoroughly reliable information concernin_g one's draft status must come from his local
draft board.
The law graduate will be deferred after graduation
until he has taken at least one bar examination. If he is
fortunate enough to obtain a judicial clerkship he most
likely will ne deferred until its completion. When
deferments for graduate study are granted, draft liability is extended until the age of 35. However, unless the
needs of the services increase considerably no one over
26 is expected to be drafted. Presently there is no
Selective Service rule putting a limit on the number of
years of graduate work that will be accepted for draft
deferment and there is no thought of making such a
rule. Childless married men are not granted a deferment, but an unborn child is considered a child for
purposes of classification.
A LOOK AT THE FIELD

The JAG programs of all the services are now
very selective and will become increasingly so. High
rank in class, law review standing, moot court participation, previous military training such as ROTC, and
a willingness to enlist for a longer commitment than
the required minimum will be helpful if the law graduate
seeks a direct commission as a legal officer. The
Army, Navy, and Coast Guard JAG programs now carry
a three-year active-duty obligation. The Air Force
JAG program carries a four-year and four-month
active duty obligation with the possibility of a twoyear involuntary extension. Although the needs of the
various JAG corps are always subject to change the
total number of openings in all the branches combined
is approximately 300.
Aside from the JAG officer programs the law graduate can apply to one of the regular officer programs of
the various services. His chances of being accepted for
Officer Candidate School are good. There is some possibility that he may be able to transfer into JAG once
he is commissioned a regular officer. Even after he is

drafted he may still qualify for a commission in the
service of his choice but this is by no means certain.
Once drafted, he will definitely be able to apply for a
commission in the Army. Advantages of enlisting before
being drafted, in one bf the officer programs include
the choice of service branch and more choices generally
with respect to training and assignments. With the
exception of the Air Force, which has a four-year
minimum active duty commitment, all the branches
have a three-year active duty requirement in their
regular officer programs.
All the services have short-term, active-duty programs which offer quick return to civilian life. These
programs carry a six-year obligation with only four to
six months active duty and the remainder in the ready
reserve. The ready reserve entails 48 drills per year
(one night per week and one week-end each month) plus
two weeks of summer camp. Openings in these short
term active duty programs depend upon the needs of
the individual reserve or guard units. In the large
metropolitan areas, openings are filled very quickly
and it is uaually difficult to get on waiting lists:- In
other areas chances of enlisting in one of these programs are better. If openings exist, one must be qualified to fill the position and be able to assume active
duty within 120 days after enlistment.
EXPANDING OPPORTUNITIES

Whether a law school graduate serves his military
obligation in JAG or not, he still has a very good chance
of being assigned work in law or a related field. A
recent case in the United States District Court for the
District of Utah, The Application of Stapley, 246 F.
Supp. 316(1965), has -generated a great deal of speculation and aroused much hope among law students. In
that case, a serviceman was convicted in a special
court-martial of charges alleging writing of bad checks.
He was represented by officers who had no experience
or training in either military or civil law. The court
reversed the conviction on the ground that the charges
were substantial, and that they came within the scope
of the Sixth Amendment guarantee of right to counsel.
While the court avoided the broad question of whether
all defendants in special courts martial have a right
to trained legal counsel where there is a substantial
charge, there was dictum to that effect. In another recent
case, Le Ballister v. Warden, US Disciplinary Barracks, Leavenworth, Kansas, 247 F. Supp. 349(1965),
a contrary view was expressed. In that case the court
held that there is no Sixth Amendment right to counsel
in special court-martials. Both cases are the subject
of comment in the Spring issue of the Catholic University Law Review. If the view expressed in the
Stapley case, supra, prevails, the JAG programs may
someday be considerably expanded, or at least more
law school graduates will be engaged in legal work
during their term in the armed services.
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